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The cockpit of a P-51 Mustang is
a fairly eclectic location, espe-
cially after starting the V-1650
Merlin. There is the smell of

burned AvGas, the exhaust crackle dis-
tinctive to the Merlin, the vibration
and roughness of the V-12 at idle — all
these factors combine to tell you that
this machine is different; an aircraft set
apart from others.

This July at Oshkosh meant the
above experience was magnified by the
close proximity of a few hundred people
that sur-
rounded
the gleam-
ing silver stal-
lion —
people

t h a t
w o u l d
dearly love
to be doing ex-
actly what you are
doing. At that mo-
ment, you realize you are a
very lucky person. As the Merlin
warms and the temperature gauges slow-
ly climb, the crowd increases in size,
waiting for the moment the Mustang
moves away — that special moment
when the pilot and machine actively
head out to seek the sky.

I was sitting in the TF-51D Toulouse
Nuts and preparing to depart with Rob
Collings. This awesome experience was
made even more so by knowing that a
portion of the Mustang’s original cowling
— still in its original and unique paint —
was on the aircraft that day. If you are a
gear-head as well as an aviation history

The two dual-control Collings Foundation
Mustangs. With the TF-51D in the lead, the
TP-51C holds formation on the right wing.
With the introduction of the TF-51D, the 

TP-51C will now be retired from the
Foundation’s “touring” program.

fic and trouble free. This was also my first
ride in a TF-51D — a simply sublime
experience. In the light precipitation, the
TF’s large canopy combined with the
clarity of newly-molded plexiglass made
the water
droplets into
distinct and happy
competitors as they
raced across the canopy.
This is a very clean TF with a
light feel and, as Mustangs go, a
brilliant balance and “tautness”
unique to this particular airframe. 

All the hard work, sweat, and
thousands of man-hours
hours combined

to create
a winner. At this
year’s Oshkosh, the TF
was honored as the Postwar
Grand Champion Warbird. As we
climbed to 11,500-ft, I reveled in how she
felt and sounded along with the incredible
visibility from the back seat.  This is magic!  

Dodging increasing build-ups as we
flew south, I had time to reflect on how

buff like me, then these factors all come
together to make one realize the “special-
ness” of this flight. After a bit, we began
our taxi to the active, and the throngs of
people who stop and stare as a Mustang
passes reinforces the fact that this is a
machine with a life — a transcendence
of metal parts that continues to inspire,
bewitch, and drive the human spirit just
by its sound and presence.  

The Mustang takeoff is a busy thing as
well — a balance of power and judge-
ment applied in a conscientious fashion
to achieve the desired result. It is an expe-
rience that also sounds and feels fantastic

— the Merlin magic rising to that

crescendo only
fully realized at low speed and
high power. As the fighter accelerates,
the noise begins to mix with rushing air-
flow and as gear comes up into the wells,
power is reduced and rpm decreased, and
the totally unique sound becomes simply
the most wonderful ambient noise.
Strapped into a Mustang headed out on a
mission is a wonderful place to be!  

We took off under an overcast.
Leaving the Oshkosh area was both traf-

the Mustang is American aviation royalty.
Anytime approach or center contacted us,
the importance and impact to the con-
trollers was evident. This is THE plane
that broke the Luftwaffe. This is THE
plane that the greats flew — Jim Howard,
then Gentile and Godfrey, Anderson and
Yeager, Olds, and so many other aces. 

This aircraft — perhaps more than
any other — has an American story that
everyone KNOWS. It was built quickly
and modified over time by so many to
become the California Hot Rod that last-
ed as a front-line fighter until 1984.
Everything about her is so American, so
heartfelt, and so beautiful that everyone
works that little extra bit harder in order
to help get her home. This fact applies to
random people at airports and to volun-
teers that just give without asking — this
airplane affects the lives of those she
comes into contact with.

Aerobatics in the TF are sublime

canopy slides back and the snorting and
back-firing protest of a Merlin come to
earth enters the cockpit, I know this is a
special Mustang and one I have been wait-
ing my whole life to experience.

WHAT IS 
THE TF MUSTANG?

Everybody knows that North American
Aviation built the P-51 from 1940 to 1945
in Inglewood, California, and at the NAA
plant in Dallas (from August 1943 to
1945). The Dallas facility, while building
fewer Mustangs, was an excellent, modern
production facility. However, as the atomic
bombings of Japan suddenly brought
WWII to a successful conclusion, the gov-
ernment began slashing military contracts
at virtually every factory across the country. 

This did not mean that there was a sud-
den lack of opportunity — far from it. A
group of creative individuals formed the

Texas Engineering and Machine
Company — TEMCO. With a
huge, modern facility at their dis-
posal all the company had to do
was find work — lots of it.
TEMCO was able to obtain manu-
facturing rights for a number of light

aircraft — after the war, a large
number of new aircraft

designs went into pro-
duction since the cor-
porate thought process
believed that returning
military aviators would
want to purchase their
own private light aircraft.
The thought process was
completely incorrect and
many companies quickly
went out of business. One
of the machines which
TEMCO built was the
Globe Swift and TEMCO

would enjoy some
succes s

AFTER SERVING
WITH THREE AIR
FORCES, SURVIVING
NUMEROUS
ADVENTURES AND
MISHAPS, THE ONLY
AIRWORTHY TEMCO
TF-51D HAS JOINED
THE COLLINGS
FOUNDATION
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— so fun we just want to laugh out loud as
we go over in a hammerhead or roll off the
top of a loop. The cars and trucks mark
time on the interstate some 9000-ft below
as we point straight down and set up for
the next maneuver. We don’t watch them,
just merely take note that other people
aren’t living as we are, that we are in a
Mustang, and as the G comes on and the
nose again heads through the vertical, we
immerse ourselves again in the operation
of the plane, her temperatures, pressures,
and energy prior to the next maneuver.

Descending rapidly, I set up to enter
the pattern and am conscious of the
maneuverable and lithe nature of a
Mustang — different in so many ways from
the T-33 in which I am more experienced.
There is no thrust lag. There is direct feel
and perfect feedback from engine and pro-
peller, elevator, and aileron. The overhead
break is wonderful. The TF makes it look

easy, and a steep approach enables
us to be safe all the way down; the
runway is made from the initial

point as it should be.
As the


